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I got Julians book and it is wonderful! It is a great system for doing a reading and extremely
practical. I applaud Julian and highly recommend this! - Richard Osterlind The James Bond
Cold Reading is a whole new take on the twelve lines of the Classic Reading made so popular
from the 50s to the present day. Julian Bev Moore shows you how this much discussed but
seldom used powerful cold reading technique can be applied effectively and memorised in no
time at all using characters such as James Bond that you already know and love. Forget about
learning stock lines and never using them - using the proven techniques in The James Bond
Cold Reading, you can learn to speak in you own words and amaze people by how much you
know about them using one of the most misunderstood tools of mentalism - the character
reading. By bringing a modern slant to an old technique, Julian Bev Moore proves once again
that that the old ones are the best - if only we knew how to apply them. If youre not a fan of
stock lines and think that learning them is a waste of time, this ebook could seriously change
your mind! REVIEWS First palmistry, now general Forer-Barnum 101... this guy really
amazes me. - Craig Browning Julian has taken the Classic Reading - which isnt out of date, as
some would suggest - and applied a James Bond theme to its LEARNING (not to the reading
itself), to make the readings customization so much easier. Its ingenious, simple, and
thought-inspiring, all at the same time! Buy this now, and start using it right away! - R. Lee
Davis I have tried many times to learn the stock lines of cold reading. Ive tried memory
techniques, linking, the peg system, and even with all that everything seemed a confusing,
repetitive mess. Because of Julians system, in two days, I have learned to give a cold reading
forward, backward, inside out and in my own words. Just as with Julians palmistry book saved
me about five years of study, this book is just as good and also very interesting. If youre
interested in cold reading at all this will be the best money youll ever spend. As a side note his
system could be applied to anything else you might want to memorize and make your own. I
have never heard of his techniques before and I have studied a lot of memory techniques. Its so
easy I will add this to my readings repertoire. - Scott Martisse ?So Im finally watching the new
Casino Royale and lines from the James Bond Reading keep popping unbidden into my head.
What makes this interesting is I hadnt really intended on learning the reading via James Bond
but via a character I know more about. I followed Julians suggestions to practice readings
aloud, even to inanimate objects. After a bit of this, I tried the real deal. This isnt something
you can do mechanically, at least if you want to get maximum effect and responses. It is a
matter of a give and take that is entrancing in its impact. I cant wait to see what more
experience will bring. Thank you Julian, you really have made a significant contribution. Your
ability to simplify and teach is exceptional. I generally rely on my knowledge as a
psychologist to add a bit of reading but it wasnt anywhere as powerful as applying this system.
Folks, dont just read JBR. Get out there and use it. - Dr Bill Cushman OTHER BOOKS IN
THE SPEED LEARNING SERIES BY JULIAN MOORE Speed Learning: Graphology - The
Art Of Handwriting Analysis Speed Learning: Cartomancy - A Playing Card Reading Primer
Speed Learning: Palmistry - Palm Readings In Your Own Words
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